Branch Ideabook
An overview of recent trends
in retail branching strategy
designed to help you create
branches where people love
to work and visit.
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Earlier this year, our team attended a visionary financial services industry conference in Las Vegas.
Roughly 90% of the topics covered were connected to digital banking or potentially disruptive
technologies in one way or another. Subjects ranged from familiar ground, content marketing
and digital product delivery, for example, to increasingly complex ideas such as deep data,
machine learning, and virtual reality. Interspersed throughout the event were several roundtable discussions, and it was comforting to note that we had company as we bent our brains to
understand how we needed to integrate these new technologies into our business.
But we’re already factoring many of these technologies into our work, and so are our partners.
We use deep data and machine learning to help find the next best branch locations, creating
customized models that forecast the performance of thousands of potential locations. These
technologies are widely used even among the smallest financial institutions to protect their
members and customers via services such as fraud detection. With so much transformative
potential, and tangible benefits already being realized from these technologies, why does the
topic of technology bring angst when we think about how it applies to the physical branch
environment?
As we prepared this survey of recently completed retail banking projects, We affirmed our
conviction that the purpose of the physical branch environment is to deliver a better experience
for the members, customers, and employees of credit unions and community banks. The challenge
is to make sure we understand these new technologies and how we will make them work for the
people who will actually use them. Viewing transformative technologies through this lense makes a
seemingly insurmountable challenge seem much more like an opportunity.
We hope you enjoy this look at how we’ve integrated technology into people-centric and brand
inspired branches over the past year!

DIGITAL BANKING INVESTMENT GAP

81%

Over eighty percent of bankers are basing critical
systems and strategies on data and analytics, but many
of them do not believe that they’ve invested enough to
verify whether the data and insights are trustworthy.
accenture.com/us-en/insights/banking/technology-vision-banking-2018

BETTER MEMBER AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES
A recent study by Accenture notes that 80%* of customers who switched to another financial services
provider due to poor service would have stayed had their primary problem been handled on first
contact with the bank. Resolving account problems has grown into one of the primary reasons
consumers continue to visit the physical branch on a regular basis.
Credit unions and community banks have an opportunity to reorient their branch environments to
be more supportive of conversations, consultation, and problem solving. This is one reason why many
branch environments have taken on the look and feel of hotel lobbies and other hospitality industry
spaces. These branches are designed to be more comfortable, with softer seating and a profusion of
warm colors and natural materials. They also lean on a variety of member or customer focused settings
that foster open, more natural conversation.
Visits to the branch for routine transactions continue to decline and branches dominated by
transactional spaces no longer make a lot of sense. Ultimately, credit unions and community banks
have recognized that as their members and customers seek advice and problem solving, they are
willing to spend some time in the branch – so long as they receive high-quality information and actual
resolutions. The retail branch environment of today makes this easier by helping people feel more
comfortable and well cared for.
*occ.treas.gov/topics/bank-management/mutual-savings-associations/consumer-retail-banking-survey-summary-presentation-jul-2017.pdf

American Lake Credit Union

HAPO Community Credit Union
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Oregon State Credit Union

TwinStar Credit Union

Modern branch designs featuring teller pods or tellerless
layouts create a more comfortable and inviting environment
for members and customers. When they walk into a branch,
they have options and can meet staff on their own terms.
HAPO Community Credit Union
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American Lake Credit Union

For more in-depth conversations that may involve a variety of questions
or filling out paperwork, people often prefer to sit down with staff at a
desk or table. Pulling these interactions out of private offices and into the
open creates a less formal environment that feels more comfortable to
many people.

Rocky Mountain Credit Union

TwinStar Credit Union

Unassigned hotel offices are designed to create a less formal
atmosphere and provide more flexibility than traditional offices,
giving employees the opportunity to seamlessly move conversations
from the branch lobby to a more private setting without handing the
conversation off to a different staff member.

First Federal Savings & Loan
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ENVIRONMENTS THAT DRIVE
TEAM PERFORMANCE
The need to attract and retain talented workers is a challenge that
spans many industries in today’s current economic expansion. The
challenge is, in some ways, even greater for financial institutions as
they must overcome the image problems that grew from the financial
crisis and the competition from high-paying tech industry careers. But
it’s a challenge you must surmount in order to deliver the exceptional
member or customer experience you need for your organization to
thrive. Your branches are one tool to support recruitment by helping your
employees connect more easily with the purpose of their work and the
people they are trying to serve.

An interior skylight, adjustable desks, and an open
layout at this hotdesking station in HAPO Community
Credit Union’s new WELL Certified branch help
employees feel comfortable and unstressed.

These connections happen in lots of ways. There are visual cues built into
the branch that help connect your staff to the organizational mission.
There are best practices in environmental design, such as improved
access to daylight and the use of natural materials, that have been
proven to help employees feel more engaged and less stressed. There
are aesthetics and the fact that visually appealing environments both
help occupants be more alert at work and lead to greater job offer
acceptance rates. Then there are the tools, technologies, and spaces
that can help your staff interact more naturally and efficiently with
members and customers.
With spaces to engage with customers, complete focused work,
collaborate with fellow team members, and freely interact with
technology, today’s branch exists in the background supporting great
team members easily delivering excellent member and customer
experiences.

Wellness is the New Sustainability
Environmentally conscious building design and construction
has become a modern standard - and for good reason. A LEED
Certified building costs less to operate than a traditional building,
and the investment is positively recognized by both employees
and your community.
The U.S. Green Building Council has now created a new WELL
Building Standard that recognizes the human impact of design
and the benefits of supporting occupant wellbeing. HAPO
Community Credit Union is the first credit union in the world to
pursue this certification.
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A pitched roof with clerestory windows maximizes the
availability of natural light in this branch, improving
employees’ circadian rhythms and boosting their
mental clarity, energy, and mood.

First Federal Savings & Loan

HAPO Community Credit Union

HAPO Community Credit Union

Acoustic panels and
noise dampening
materials reduce
distracting background
noise, creating a less
stressful environment for
having conversations
and focusing on work.
Acoustic design is a
major element of the
WELL Building Standard.

Natural materials and plants tap into our sense of
biophilia, supporting humanity’s innate tendency
to seek out connections with nature in their
environment. Bringing nature into the branch
creates a more comfortable and less stressful
atmosphere.
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Rocky Mountain Credit Union

Clever uses of space
can give employees
convenient access
to the resources and
technology they need
to do their jobs while
reducing clutter and
the frustration that
comes with performing
tasks in an environment
not designed to support
them.
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Rocky Mountain Credit Union

MARKET CONNECTIONS
By investing the time to develop a prototypical branch model, credit unions and community banks make it easier to
maintain, refresh, and grow their branch networks. One large reason facility decisions are easier with a standardized
design is that leadership teams can capitalize on the time they have already taken to figure out and document the
rationale behind their branch decisions. They do not have to spend time re-hashing basic decisions when considering
each branch location. Such models include basic operational guidelines that make the member and customer
experience more consistent, and employee training more universal. They also typically include strong visual and
aesthetic components that provide a consistent look and brand feel across a network of branches.
But each branch market is a little different from the next. These differences may appear in traditional demographic
characteristics such as financial life-stage, or they may come across through usage patterns, or multi-layered lifestyle
preferences. To connect in an authentic and meaningful way with then, community based financial institutions should
craft a unique and appropriate experience for each branch. The prototype design is the fundamental framework for
your branches, how they look, function, and feel, and the adaptations for each individual community are what really
brings it home. We call this localization, and it’s one more way to differentiate and win in a competitive market.

A branch’s exterior design is more than an extension of a credit union
or community bank’s brand, it’s a reflection of the local community
and the people who live there.
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TwinStar Credit Union expanded into two very different markets
simultaneously. The urban Hazel Dell market has a mobile-savvy
demographic and lower transaction volume demands, inspiring
a design that eliminates the teller line in favor of filling the small
footprint with conversation spaces.

The small town Aberdeen branch was designed to function
as a regional hub, with a demographic more likely to prefer
depositing a check in person than with their smartphone. A
more traditional layout with teller pods enables staff to handle
this high transaction volume with speed and efficiency.
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BRAND INSPIRED BRANCHES
Your branch is still the single best place to deliver a tangible and authentic member or customer experience.
And it’s your brand that helps you stand out and differentiate in a crowded market. Gone are the days when
geographic convenience and low product pricing were sure ways to win in a market. Consumers are even
looking beyond product features and benefits. They are largely choosing their primary financial institution
relationships based on identity –asking themselves, who best represents me, and meets my needs based on
where I think I am in my financial life?
Credit unions and community banks have the opportunity to compete with much larger institutions by
delivering experiences that are meaningful and relatable to their members and customers. And this is where
brand becomes so important. Your brand is the gut feeling people have about your credit union or bank. It
is the experience they trust you to deliver. So, for example, if you believe accessibility is a pillar of your brand,
then your branches should emulate this by making staff easier to connect with, information easier to uncover,
and by appearing inviting and familiar.

Rocky Mountain Credit Union

We gather as much as 80% of our total sensory input through our eyes. When it comes to first impressions, for
most, that number moves closer to 100%. The aesthetics of your brand and branch serve to open doors to new
relationships, providing a quick indication of the forward-thinking, unique, community minded people you work
hard to serve.
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HAPO Community Credit Union’s new flagship WELL Certified
branch serves as a physical embodiment of their brand value of
investing in both the financial and personal wellbeing of people
in their communities.
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TECHNOLOGY THAT WORKS

HAPO Community Credit Union

The future is already here when it comes to delivering retail experiences in the digital age. Great brands like
Warby Parker and Nordstrom have invested in platforms that leverage the best of both bricks-and-mortar and
digital channels to build markets and deliver great experiences. For credit unions and community banks, the
challenge is to make sure as these two worlds come together, that they do so seamlessly and in a way that
makes the overall relationship better. When a member or customer initiates research on a mobile device,
two out of three times, they will then complete their product purchase in a different channel. This should be
evidence enough that community financial institutions must thoughtfully integrate digital delivery into their
physical branch locations.
Your branches can help your members and customers embrace technology to the benefit of all.
Demonstrating access to product information, improved financial literacy and financial betterment tools,
and self-help transaction training can all happen in a branch that’s been designed to support these techenhanced interactions.
In a world of rapidly evolving technology, banks and credit unions should also carefully consider the employee
experience as they select the right branch technologies. The opportunity then is technology tools that make
it easier for your staff to navigate the branch freely, connect to and share information easily, and handle
transactions in a more efficient and secure way.

Branch Relevance in Digital Age

44%
TwinStar Credit Union

44% of consumers prefer
in-branch transactions

4.6X
Millennials visit branches
4.6 times per month

80%
80% of consumers use
digital banking monthly

https://thefinancialbrand.com/63098/banking-branches-millennials-loans/
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Telepresence technology is set to revolutionize the financial industry - but it’s not being talked about as much as it
should. The room featured below integrates a fully functional in-branch telepresence system. The setting is equipped
with advanced A/V systems, a document camera, and signing pad. From this room, a staff member at HAPO
Community Credit Union’s headquarters can help a member with a variety of higher-touch services, including taking
out a mortgage or applying for a business loan.
While the underlying technology is similar to that seen in ITMs, this takes the link between a call center and a
teller machine a step further by linking a centrally located banking professional with members in a private office
environment. This type of interaction is nice to have in a busy branch, but it can also mean that remote spoke branches
can be fully supported by a well staffed hub location, efficiently bringing a full range of banking services to even the
most remote markets.

Whether behind a teller
pod or in the middle of an
open layout, cash handling
machines make life easier
and safer for branch staff
by eliminating the need of
handling large amounts of
cash during a shift.

TwinStar Credit Union

HAPO Community Credit Union
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First Federal Savings & Loan

Self-service branch technology is becoming more dynamic. Traditional ATMs offer a faster alternative
for deposits and withdrawals, but now Interactive Teller Machines (ITMs) allow organizations like HAPO
Community Credit Union to add additional full service lines to multiple locations with a smaller number
of video associates in a central location. This allows staff to better handle rushes and members to skip
the line if they’re in a hurry.

HAPO Community Credit Union

As interactive display technology matures, credit unions
and banks are finding them a useful tool for helping people learn
about products, services, and promotions. They’re also a great
teaching tool for staff to help members and customers learn their
become more comfortable with mobile banking.
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We help credit unions and community banks achieve their goals through high-performing buildings, using an integrated
design-build process based on open communication and active collaboration.

Plan.

Design.

Build.

We involve the right people early
to ensure all decisions support your
business goals.

We design spaces that create
connections, where people love to
work and visit.

We deliver brand-inspired buildings
that reflect and strengthen
communities.
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•
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•
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•
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Strategic Planning
Market Intelligence
Retail Branch Strategy
Workplace Strategy
Space Needs Recommendations
Financial Modeling
Real Estate Procurement

Branch Prototyping
Digital Integration
Space Planning
Interior Design
Architecture
Design for Wellness
Brand Integration

Cost Estimating
Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Local Procurement Strategy
Construction Management
Sustainability/LEED Expertise
Change Management
Post-Project Activation

ABOUT MOMENTUM
Momentum is a strategic design-build partner that takes a peoplecentric approach to helping credit unions and community banks
thrive.

The way we see it, a building cannot be successful unless it’s
truly meeting the needs of the people who will use it. We start
by fully understanding your business goals so we can design
and build for your employees and your customers. We use
powerful predictive data to zero in on how to best serve the
people who live and work in your neighborhoods, and we help
uncover the right technologies to connect your employees
with colleagues and customers. We collaborate with you every
step of the way using a unique integrated process and open
communication style, so all stakeholders can move forward with
confidence. We deliver brand-inspired buildings that strengthen
connections and reflect their communities, where people love
to work and visit.
People are the reason we do what we do, and high-performing
buildings are the outcome.

Contact
We’d like to thank our architectural partners on the following projects. With our integrated design-build process,
our partners play a critical role throughout each one of our projects.

Mark Alguard
mark@momentumbuilds.com
www.momentumbuilds.com

SUM Design Studio - www.sumdesignstudio.com
• First Federal Savings & Loan
• TwinStar Credit Union
• Red Canoe Credit Union
ARC Architects - www.arcarchitects.com
• HAPO Community Credit Union

R.W. Larson - www.rwlarsonarchitects.com
• Rocky Mountain Credit Union
• Oregon State Credit Union
Buffalo Design - www.buffalodesign.com
• American Lake Credit Union

